
Two Poems by Vera Schwarcz 
 

Dichter—A passion for metamorphoses 
 
 after Elias Canetti 
 
Terrible gift of the writer:  
to guard spaces between people,  
scaffold amplitudes of imagination, 
hear the breath of memory  
behind every man’s words. 
 
Fluency, by contrast, has the stench  
of narrowness, of ballast overboard.  
A success-seeking Dichter speaks  
like a ventriloquist, voicing 
what others want to hear,  
bear to hear. 
 
Kafka braved chaos of shifting sands,  
shapeless ghosts demanding speech,  
fought with death, dared not succumb  
to scorn for ordinary joys  
 
that men deserve  
though they deface each other, 
tear one another to pieces. 
  



Muzzled 
 

for Liu Xiaobo, 
China’s jailed Nobel Laureate  
 

In a room with fake bamboo scrolls  
gilded by poems exalting teachers, 
the naked fist of power rises. 
 
Worn Confucian words chiseled in marble 
cannot mask rough instructions  
dictating what to think, learn 
or say… and still 
 
one lone voice dares  
to ask: When will China 
ever grow old enough 
to be entrusted 
with democracy?  
 
Before the words are finished, 
soldiers drag out the student, 
the lecture hall unceremoniously  
emptied. 
 
The party’s muzzle hardens   
like salt-soaked leather.  
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